
HABITATSHEER

Sheerhabitat, founded by Andriana Cassimatis in 2000, integrates her abstracted, magnified images of nature with sheer fabrics

to create contemporary interior panels for living and working environments. The inspiration comes from a desire to merge the

colors, shapes and beauty of the natural world with materials that have a textured or sheer quality, allowing light to filter through.

Please refer to www.sheerhabitat.com for more information regarding Sheerhabitat Panels.

Galleries

Image Gallery

Check Magnified Leaf Fern Shadow Silver Dollars Duopalm Quilted Canvas Sandscape West

Available Sizes: 2 x 2, 3 x 3, 4 x 4 feet

Square Semi-Square

Available Sizes: 2 x 2-1/2, 3 x 3-3/4, 4 x 5 feet

Rectangle

Abstract Red FlowerBranches Random Light - Rose Random Light - Navy Tree Tropic Morning Branches - Sepia Morning Branches - Lime
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Catalog

Available Sizes: 2 x 4, 3 x 6, 4 x 8 feet



Sheerhabitat Galleries - Continued

Triple - Double - Single

Rectangle
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Sepia Vines Shells

Photo Blocks

Rectangle

Bark Jungle Sun Patterns

Pattern Blocks

Available Sizes: 2 x 4, 3 x 6, 4 x 8 feet

Rainstripe Softstripe Softstripe Weave

Dawn Sand Sky Henna Smoke Henna Smoke

Sheer-Suspension

Available Sizes: 4 x 4, 4 x 8 feet

Fabric

Ceiling

= Nylon Wire

The Sheer-Suspension System offers an

easy way to maximize the use and

beauty of a Sheerhabitat fabric panel.

This highly transparent combination of

aluminum rod, clear nylon thread and

adjustable hardware allow the panels to

be displayed with clean lines and a solid

construction.

The adjustable hardware connects to

the ceiling, allowing the panels to

function as room dividers, window

treatments or decorative wall hangings.

Available Materials for Sheer-Suspension

Georgette - fabric with a soft to medium

hand and a slight pebble grain.

Semi-transparent with a front or back

lightsource.

Voile - fabric with a soft to medium hand

and a basic weave.

Very transparent with a front or back

lightsource.
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Sheer-Adhere

Surface

Fabric

Adhesive Strip

Available Materials for Sheer-Adhere

Remay - Fabric with a paper-like, textured

hand. Semi-transparent with a front and back

lightsource.

This fabric can be cut with scissors without the

edges fraying.

Sheer-Adhere Panels offer a simple way to

attatch a fabric to walls, glass, cement and

stone.

A clear, plastic adhesive strip is applied

directly to both a sturdy, textured, paper-like

fabric and to the desired surface allowing the

panel great design versatility.

Whether applying the fabric to the wall as a

"glue less" wallpaper or placing it in front of a

window as a stationary shade, Sheer-Adhere

Panels offer a non-invasive, portable

application.

To place an order please log onto www.sheerhabitat.com.

Pricing

2 x 2

3 x 3

4 x 4

2 x 2.5

3 x 3.75

4 x 5

2 x 4

3 x 6

4 x 8

Remay

Voile/

Georgette

$115

$195

$310

$130

$235

$375

$180

$345

$570

$125

$215

$350

$145

$260

$425

$200

$385

$650

Sheer-Suspension System - $40

Includes rod/s, nylon thread, and

two adjusters.

Sheer-Adhere Adhesive - $12

Adhesive to cover permiter of panel.

Digital Photograph - $50 per photograph

Standard Sample Pack - $15

Custom Samples - $35


